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GS1 Standards Overview
Learning Objectives

At the end of this module, you will be able to:
n

Define the purpose of Global Standards One (GS1).

n

List the two types of product identifiers.

n

Define the structure of Global Trade Item Numbers (GTINs and sGTINs).

n

Define the purpose of Application Identifiers (AIs).

n

Define the use and structure of Serial Shipping Container Codes (SSCCs).

n

Define the use of Global Location Numbers (GLNs and sGLNS).

n

Define the purpose of Electronic Product Code Information (EPCIS) and Core
Business Vocabulary (CBV).

This guide introduces the standards defined by Global Standards One (GS1) that impact
how the life sciences and healthcare industries identify and exchange data. The guide
serves as a primer to help prepare TraceLink Owners and their Partners to implement
their TraceLink serialization and track and trace systems. Note that the content is based
on the standards as defined on GS1’s website. Throughout this document we reference
various documents published by GS1. For example, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
by the Pharmaceutical Industry in Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA can be downloaded at
this URL: https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-inuse/dscsa/frequently-asked-questions. See www.gs1.org for complete specifications of
the standards, along with details of events you can attend to learn more.
Overview
Global Standards One (GS1) is a non-profit, international organization that develops and
maintains standards for supply and demand chains across multiple sectors. It is
organized as a federated model of local member organizations in over 110 countries.
Each local country GS1 member organization works with trading partners, industry,
government, and solution providers to meet business and regulatory compliance
requirements through establishment, adoption, and implementation of global standards.
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The GS1 standards help the life sciences and healthcare industry:
n

Identify products as they move throughout the pharmaceutical supply chain.

n

Capture identification data in standardized “carriers” – barcodes that can be
scanned for verification.

n

Share data across the supply chain, including Master Data, transactional data, and
physical event data.

Product Identifiers (GTINs & NTINs)
Global Trade Item Number (GTIN)

For Product Master Data, you will need to assign a Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) for
each of your products. A GTIN uniquely identifies trade items at package levels and is
assigned by the manufacturer or brand owner of the product. In the US, GTINs are used
on both unit and homogeneous case levels in compliance with the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act (DSCSA). Other countries may not require this.
The GTIN is the base of the serial number. GTINs can be 8, 12, 13, or 14 digits in length.
However, when used in a 2D Matrix, the GTIN must be 14 digits. Refer to GS1 for how to
construct a GTIN. In the US, National Drug Codes (NDCs) have been embedded into the
structure of a GS1 GTIN. This is done to comply with the FDA Standardized Numerical
Identification (SNI) Guidance. More information can be found at
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM206075.pdf.
National Trade Item Number (NTIN)

A National Trade Item Number (NTIN) is a coding scheme administered in the Healthcare
sector by a national organization for which a GS1 Prefix has been issued to permit its
uniqueness within the GTIN pool but without assurance of full compatibility with GTIN
functionality.
An NTIN is a product identifier that is assigned by a third-party national agency such as
the French Health Products Safety Agency who manages CIP code, and the IFA who
manages the German PZN. An NTIN contains a country-specific drug registration
number.
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NTINs start with a GS1-approved country-specific prefix. Each third-party national agency
defines the format of the rest of the code. NTINs usually contain 14 digits like the GTIN14.
Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, section 2.1:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions

Anatomy of a GTIN-14
A GTIN-14 has four segments:

n

GS1 Indicator Digit: Identifies the packaging level (numeric value 1 to 8 assigned
by the company).
n The number “0” is used in this position as a fill character when a GTIN-12 or
GTIN-13 is written into a GTIN-14 format. In the US, "0" is always used for an
item/each.

n

GS1 Company Prefix: Is a unique string issued to a company by a GS1 member
organization to enable companies to create GS1 identifiers. The length of the
company prefix varies from 6 to 11 digits.
n A company needs to register with GS1 to obtain a GS1 Company Prefix.
n

A company may have more than one Company Prefix.

n

Refer to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry
in Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 for more details.
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n

Item Reference: Identifies the trade item; the length of the item reference varies
depending on the number of digits used in the Company Prefix.
n Although the length of the Company Prefix and Item Reference may vary, they
will always be a combined total of 12 digits.

n

Check Digit: Is a one digit number calculated from the first 13 digits to ensure data
integrity. Refer to http://www.gs1us.org/checkdig to access the Check Digit
Calculator.

Source: GS1 Introduction to the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN):
https://www.gs1us.org/education-training/resource-library#
Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA: https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standardsin-use/dscsa/frequently-asked-questions

Application Identifiers
An Application Identifier (AI) specifies what data is encoded in the barcode and instructs
the barcode reader as to what format to expect for the data value. It is a field of two or
more digits at the beginning of an element string that uniquely defines its format and
meaning. AIs are used to facilitate the reading of the data that is encoded in a barcode.
For example, GTIN-14s are encoded with the Application Identifier AI(01)(21):
Example: 015088202503022521100000354784
5088202503022 is the GTIN-14 serial number code.
100000354784 is the serial number.
In TraceLink, serial numbers must be defined in the AI (01)(21) format (also known as the
human readable format) for eaches and cases. This combination of a GTIN and a serial
number creates a unique serial number. Serialization is required by law in the US on both
eaches and cases. In the EU, serialization is only required at the each/unit packaging
level.
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Commonly Used GS1 Application Identifiers (AIs)
Data Attribute

Application Identifier

GTIN

AI(01)

SSCC

AI(00)

Serial Number

AI(21)

Batch/Lot #

AI(10)

Expiration Date

AI(17)

Manufacturing Date/Production Date

AI(11)

National Healthcare Reimbursement Number (NHRN) – Germany PZN

AI(710)

National Healthcare Reimbursement Number (NHRN) – France CIP

AI(711)

National Healthcare Reimbursement Number (NHRN) – Spain National Code

AI(712)

National Healthcare Reimbursement Number (NHRN) – Brasil ANVISA Registration
Number

AI(713)

The following is an example of a GS1 DataMatrix barcode containing the application
identifiers required by law in the US and the EU (GTIN, serial number, lot number, and
expiration date).

Source: GS1 General Specifications: https://www.gs1.org/docs/barcodes/GS1_General_
Specifications.pdf

Serial Shipping Container Codes (SSCCs)
Serial Shipping Container Codes (SSCCs) are used on pallets and partial (nonhomogenous) cases whereas GTINs are used on eaches (lowest saleable unit) and
homogenous cases.
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SSCC is an 18 digit, globally unique, GS1 Identification Number used to identify an
individual logistic unit. A logistic unit can be any mix of units packaged in a case or on a
pallet. The SSCC enables the unit to be tracked through the supply chain. It can be
produced as a GS1-128 barcode or encoded in a Electronic Product Code (EPC) enabled Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag. The physical builder of the logistic
unit or the brand owner of the logistic unit is responsible for allocating the SSCC.

Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.5:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions
Source: GS1 An Introduction to the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC):
https://www.gs1us.org/education-training/resource-library#
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Anatomy of a Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) Serial Number
An SSCC has four segments:

n

Extension Digit: Is available to the company to increase the capacity of the Serial
Reference (numeric value 0 to 9); it is assigned by the company.

n

GS1 Company Prefix: Is a unique string issued to a company by a GS1 member
organization to enable companies to create GS1 identifiers. The length of the
company prefix varies from 6 to 11 digits.

n

n

A company needs to register with GS1 to obtain a GS1 Company Prefix.

n

A company may have more than one Company Prefix.

n

Refer to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry
in Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 for more details.

Serial Reference: Is the "serial" part of the identifier which ensures that the SSCC
is globally unique. The length of the Serial Reference varies depending on the
number of digits used in the Company Prefix.
n

n

Although the length of the Company Prefix and Serial Reference may vary,
they will always be a combined total of 16 digits.

Check Digit: Is a one digit number calculated from the first 17 digits to ensure data
integrity. Refer to http://www.gs1us.org/checkdig to access the Check Digit
Calculator.

Source: GS1 An Introduction to the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC):
https://www.gs1us.org/education-training/resource-library#
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Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, section 2.2.4:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions

Global Location Numbers (GLNs)
In the GS1 System, a Global Location Number (GLN) uniquely identifies a physical
location, legal, or functional entity. To acquire a GLN, a company needs to be a member
of GS1. GLNs for a legal entity are issued by GS1 when the legal entity initially registers
for a GS1 Company Prefix. Additional GLNs can be issued by the company that owns the
functional entity or physical location. You need GLNs if you plan on using EPCIS for
serialized data exchange. For more details see Electronic Product Code Information Services
(EPCIS) on the next page.
A GLN is a 13 digit number that is unique worldwide. The assignment of a GLN to a legal
entity or location associates a set of Master Data attributes (i.e. name, address,
department, etc.) tied to that legal entity or location. That location can represent a whole
company, a specific department, a manufacturing facility, a loading dock, a hospital
pharmacy, a hospital bed, etc.
Using GLNs enables more efficient communication throughout the supply chain by
enabling supply chain partners to refer to one another using their globally unique location
identifier.
Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, section 2.3:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions
Source: GS1 An Introduction to the Global Location Number (GLN):
https://www.gs1us.org/education-training/resource-library#

Anatomy of a Global Location Number (GLN)
A GLN has three segments:
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n

n

GS1 Company Prefix: Is a unique string issued to a company by a GS1 member
organization to enable companies to create GS1 identifiers. The length of the
company prefix varies from 6 to 11 digits.
n

A company needs to register with GS1 to obtain a GS1 Company Prefix.

n

A company may have more than one Company Prefix.

n

Refer to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry
in Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 for more details.

Location Reference: Is a number assigned by the holder of the GS1 Company
Prefix that uniquely identifies a location or a legal function. Location Reference
varies in length as a function of the Company Prefix length.
n

n

Although the length of the Company Prefix and Location Reference may vary,
they will always be a combined total of 12 digits.

Check Digit: Is a one digit number calculated from the first 12 digits to ensure data
integrity. Refer to http://www.gs1us.org/checkdig to access the Check Digit
Calculator.

Source: GS1 An Introduction to the Global Location Number (GLN):
https://www.gs1us.org/education-training/resource-library#

Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS)
EPCIS is a GS1 Standard that enables trading partners to share information about the
physical movement and status of objects (physical or digital) as they are transported
through the supply chain. Examples of objects are: products, logistic units, returnable
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assets, fixed assets, and physical documents. EPCIS enables the capture and sharing of
event data both within and across enterprises.
EPCIS helps answer the "what, where, when, and why" questions to meet customer and
regulatory demands for accurate and detailed product information.
EPCIS messages specify:
n

What: The individual physical objects (specified by sGTINs), or groupings (specified
by a GTIN and lot/batch combination), involved in the event.

n

When: The date, time, and time zone when the event occurred.

n

Where: The location (specified by SGLN) where the event occurred. Additionally, it
specifies the physical location where the objects are expected to be following the
event.

n

Why: The business context of the event, including:
n

Which business event occurred (i.e., commissioning, shipping, receiving,
dispensing).

n

Parties involved in the event.

n

Links to associated business transaction documents (i.e., advanced ship notice,
purchase order, invoice).

The following diagram gives some examples of types of EPCIS events and where in the
supply chain they can occur.

Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, section 4:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions
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Source: GS1 EPCIS and CBV Implementation Guideline:
https://www.gs1.org/docs/epc/EPCIS_Guideline.pdf
Source: EPCIS and Core Business Vocabulary: https://www.gs1.org/epcis

Core Business Vocabulary (CBV)
Core Business Vocabulary (CBV) is a GS1 standard intended to be used in conjunction
with EPCIS. CBV provides the definitions of data values that may be used to populate the
data structures defined in the EPCIS standard. Its use ensures that all parties who
exchange EPCIS data using the Core Business Vocabulary will have a common
understanding of the semantic meaning of that data. Refer to
https://www.gs1.org/sites/default/files/docs/epc/cbv_1_1-standard-20140520.pdf for a
detailed description of Core Business Vocabulary.
Source: GS1 EPCIS and Core Business Vocabulary: https://www.gs1.org/epcis
Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA: https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standardsin-use/dscsa/frequently-asked-questions

Serialized Global Trade Item Number Electronic Product Code
(SGTIN EPC)
SGTINs are used in EPCIS data exchange. There are two types of Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs): Uniform Resource Names (URNs) and Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs). The Electronic Product Code (EPC) URI format for a GTIN + serial number is the
Serialized Global Trade Item Number EPC (SGTIN EPC). A SGTIN uniquely defines an
instance of a GTIN. In other words, GTIN is considered a class-level identifier and SGTIN
is an instance-level identifier. Refer to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the
Pharmaceutical Industry in Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA section 2.1.11 for more details.
Note that in order to perform EPCIS events using an NTIN, the NTIN can be encoded as
an SGTIN using a twelve-digit GS1 Company Prefix. See
https://www.gs1.org/sites/default/files/docs/healthcare/position-papers/guidance_on_
ntin_in_epcis.pdf.
The SGTIN EPC takes the following general form:
Copyright © 2021 TraceLink - Confidential
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urn:epc:id:sgtin:CompanyPrefix.IndicatorDigitItemReference.SerialNumber
The following diagram shows how to convert a AI(01)(21) human readable GTIN into a
SGTIN.

Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, section 2.1.11:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions
Source: GS1 US Implementation Guideline:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/implementationguideline

SGLNs
SGLNs are the EPC URI syntax for GLNs. They are used if you use EPCIS data
exchange. Like a GLN, an SGLN represents an entity or location. However, an SGLN
uses a different format. The SGLN format is capable of representing a GLN, with or
without extension. The "S" in SGLN differs from the SGTIN in that the "S" does not stand
for "Serialized". The GLN refers to a specific entity or location and so, in that sense, it is
already serialized. The "S" in "SGLN" does not stand for anything.
The SGLN takes the following general form:
urn:epc:id:sgln:CompanyPrefix.LocationReference.Extension
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The following diagram shows how to convert from GLN to SGLN format.

Source: GS1 US Implementation Guideline:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/implementationguideline
Source: GS1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) by the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Preparing for the U.S. DSCSA, section 2.3.18:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/frequently-askedquestions

Serial Shipping Container Code EPC Uniform Resource Identifier
(SSCC EPC URI)
An SSCC EPC URI is used in EPCIS data exchange. It is the SSCC in Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) format. The SSCC EPC URI represents the same pallet or nonhomogenous (mixed) case information as an SSCC, however it uses a different format.
The SSCC EPC URI takes the following general form:
urn:epc:id:sscc:CompanyPrefix.ExtensionDigitSerialReference
The following diagram shows how to convert a human readable SSCC into a SSCC EPC.
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Source: GS1 US Implementation Guideline:
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/healthcare/standards-in-use/dscsa/implementationguideline
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